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Save $$$$s on Expensive Face Creams I bought this reserve to take with me on christmas so as I
possibly could experiment with it. I anticipated it to become about facial massage, but I was
quite amazed when it ended up being a thorough course on face acupressure. The very first time
I experienced the steps, my face was warm and tingling afterward..There were also several
painful areas about the cheekbones which have today disappeared. After 14 days my
complexion is searching smoother and brighter and my friends have said how much more
healthy I am looking!Will it right the saggy neck? The approach is definitely clear, direct, and
very easy to follow. It's already looking a little bit better! Then you make notes as you proceed. It
was also an extremely relaxing experience.. I love looking young than my age group and
obtaining carded for senior discount rates at Ross.. There are so many great tips on how to help
you create an all natural facelift - whilst walking my dog! Very little is demonstrated on facial
acupressure for appearance benefit. Oh c'mon. overall its not really a bad book. Allow rhinos
live, by the way.) It's only been weekly, and the writer says 30 days, but something is different.
My husband has noticed that I haven't flayed anyone alive first thing in the morning going back
week. I look a little perkier too, but I'm not admitting that in this household!. Even when I put on
makeup, I observed from the publication, that I'm carrying out the motions in the incorrect
direction. Who knew? So, I'll keep performing this for the thirty days the writer recommends and
observe what I think then. I may have to change my mind on the surgery just thought! Anti-Aging
and Money-Saving My girlfriend and I grabbed this information for 2 factors: Author's
credentials + we're content users of "Treat THAT PERSON Like a Salad. Like darken some of the
points so they are more obvious. This helps it be extremely frustrating to push on pressure
factors around the eye and cheek areas with glasses on!" so we couldn't resist offering this one a
try and glad we did! I read this book in one sitting - I couldn't place it down!Just a thing however:
A few illustrations could be confusing initially since they are not on the same page mainly
because the instructions, however the author explains obviously how to press the right points
and the kindle tablet makes it easy to jump from instructions to illustrations if needed.We
especially appreciate the tapping around eyes since the first wrinkles come in that zone and we
could start to see the first lifting outcomes after a few days, that's merely amazing and
refreshing compared to many "miracle products" out there. Definitely worthwhile. I LIKE IT It is
very detailed nonetheless it took me less than 20 mins to move thru the whole book and take
notes. What you do is someplace in the begging of the book is this page with just the pick of the
women's face and throat.. You need to printing that one page prior to going further. Okay,
therefore i thought it had been weird.. And I place a “i” (inward), “o” (outward), “u” (upward) etc.
And various other light drawling to section of certain areas. And lots of other notes. Initially I
was disappointed because I don't possess a kindle and like to print digital downloads. I acquired
this for my wife Everyone likes to look great and if there is a method to improve your looks
without all of the expenditure of the doctors, in that case I'm all for this. Awesome. Think it’s
worth the $10!!!! I don’t think anyone could possibly be disappointed with the book. But it can
be a daily for a month 20 minute plan. But I believe looking and sense my best is worth the 20 a
few minutes and I can’t afford $1,200 - $1,600 aesthetic acupuncture. The writer did a fine job
and I would recommend this reserve to anyone taking into consideration facelift procedure.We
tried a few of these little massages and not just are they painless, but also pleasant and fun to
accomplish + the program saves money we would have had to spend in cosmetic creams and
beauty salons.. Today it can't get any easier than that! The authors have really researched and
explored every aspect of facial features that require lifting for men and women and provide the
steps in a very succinct, easy to read and follow process. Avoid the botox, avoid the expensive



journeys to the spas, simply buy this reserve - it's all in here! good purchase I've used
acupressure for several years for relief of varied body ailments. My library provides quite a few
books on the topic. Do not get me wrong, I understand there's some truth to the ancient forms of
medicine and therapy, but significantly, a face lift without surgery? While the diagrams had been
hokey, they were easy to understand while performing the exercises and Ms Busch produced the
points easy to locate. It is clearly written and entirely understandable. I really like this book. Too
early to tell but I have high hopes. Generally the points are to take care of pain or such. I'll
dedicate the period to get this done while I watch the best tv shows.. Put all I had a need to print
actually was the one page with the women's face and make notes as a examine. As a doctor,
elective cosmetic surgery isn't for everybody and the costs aside, it will pay to try substitute
methods instead of any type of surgery. My wife says it is operating and she's feeling better
about herself. That by itself makes me happy and glad I bought this book. Five Stars Nice
information and like most women my age I reserve my complete opinion at this point as I have
only possessed the book for a short while.!. It has the right face exercises but i think I am more
of a visual person so it didn't really work for me personally...it provides an alternative solution
way to an all natural facelift without medical procedures. Julia explains ways that we can help
ourselves at home without all of the expense of a specialist. This really works! Love this book
because. Five Stars To my mind the best of all about acupressure of face-I attempted many So in
special event of a recent birthday I treated myself to different ways to maintain and improve.
There is only one issue for me so far. I am 57, and like most women my age group, we are
wearing eyeglasses for reading. The best full face diagram with all of the major pressure points
isn't printable. The diagram is definitely as well small to see, therefore one must wear
eyeglasses the whole time...! I tried to print it out, or scan it for a more substantial print, but it is
certainly formatted unprintable. I assume it's glasses on, glasses off for many of these exercises!
I think if I could do it consistently I would get better results! give it a try There is a large amount
of steps... and sadly I don't have that much time... I think if I could do it regularly I'd get better
results! give it a try. If you think about it for a minute, what attention does your face really get
other than frowning, yelling, and general stressing out?. It has the right face exercises but i think
I am more of . With a complete of 30 points.. . (At least it's not ground rhino horn, ideal? I have
one problem with this book and it is this.
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